CONDITIONAL II: What would you do if ... ? (Maybe ... )
If-sentence + Past Tense, would + Grundform
kein “would” im if-Satz!!!

Examples: If Jack invited me for dinner, I would be very happy.
If I went on holiday, I would ask my neighbour to water the flowers.
If you missed the bus, you would be late.

PAST

WOULD + Grundform

Do the following sentences:
1. If John (know) ....................... about this, he (have) ................................:::....a heart attack.
2. If I (find) .................................. a purse, I (take) .................................... it to the police.
3. If Julie (watch) ........................................ less TV, she (have) .............................................
more time for her friends.
4. Everything (be) ............................. fine if you (do) .................................. your part of the job.

What would you do, if ... ?
1. you were in New York?
2. you missed the bus?
3. the weather was fine?
4. you won a trip to Australia?
5. you were in Paris?
6. a friend asked you for 100€?
7. you had a weekend just for yourself?
8. your neighbours asked you to look after their dog?
9. you saw a burglar getting into your neighbours´ house?
10. it was raining the whole day?
11. a complete stranger offered you a lift?
12. you found a purse with lots of money in it?
13. a friend wanted to borrow your bike?
14. someone knocked at your door in the middle of the night?
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CONDITIONAL II: What would you do if ... ? (Maybe ... ) - LÖSUNG
If-sentence + Past Tense, would + Grundform
kein “would” im if-Satz!!!

Examples: If Jack invited me for dinner, I would be very happy.
If I went on holiday, I would ask my neighbour to water the flowers.
If you missed the bus, you would be late.

PAST

WOULD + Grundform

Do the following sentences:
1. If John (know) knew about this, he (have) would have a heart attack.
2. If I (find) found a purse, I (take) would take it to the police.
3. If Julie (watch) watched less TV, she (have) would have more time for her friends.
4. Everything (be) would be fine if you (do) did your part of the job.

What would you do, if ... ?
1. If I was in NY, I would go up the Empire State Building.
2. If I missed the bus, I would be late.
3. If the weather was fine, we would go for a walk.
4. If I won a trip to Australia, I would be the happiest person on earth.
5. If I was in Paris, I would go up the Eiffel Tower.
6. If a friend asked me for 100€, I think I would give it to him.
7. If I had a weekend just for myself, I would play computer games all day long.
8. If my neighbours asked me to look after their dog, I would say yes.
9. If I saw a burglar getting into my neighbour´s house, I would call the police.
10. If it was raining the whole day, I would stay inside.
11. If a stranger offered me a lift, I wouldn´t accept.
12. If I found a purse, I would take it to the lost & found.
13. If a friend wanted to borrow my bike, I would give it to him.
14. If someone knocked at my door in the middle of the night, I would be afraid.
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